Wireless Remote Control FF8-al/anso

Wireless 8-way remote control 185x50 mm, 17 mm high. Generates the power for wireless telegrams itself when the button is pressed, therefore there is no battery. With wall holder WHF-al and 2 stainless-steel countersunk screws 2.9x25 mm and plugs 5x25 mm. Smart Home sensor.

The batteryless remote control FF8 contains two identical wireless modules the same as the cordless wireless pushbuttons FT4 and has 2 double rockers. It can transmit 8 evaluable wireless telegrams.

The top is painted in aluminum and the bottom and the rockers have an anthracite-soft paint. For wall mounting a wall holder WHF-al and 2 stainless-steel countersunk screws 2.9x25 mm and plugs 5x25 mm are enclosed.

The rockers can be easily removed and replaced with laser engraved rockers. Compared to the wireless pushbuttons and hand-held transmitters the wireless modules are rotated 90° to the left. Therefore the upper half of the rocker corresponds to the right half of the pushbutton and the hand-held transmitter.

This must be considered when teaching-in in wireless actuators. If wireless modules will be exchanged, the label 0 has to be on the left. The wireless modules integrated in the remote control can be taught-in encrypted as described in the User Manual in all encryptable actuators of the Series 61 and Series 71 as well as the FAM14. This requires the FTVW wireless pushbutton encryption rocker on page 8-6. Encryptable actuators bear the pictogram 🍂.

Recommended retail prices excluding VAT.

| FF8-al/anso | Wireless remote control with 2 double rockers, painted aluminium top, bottom and rockers anthracite-soft paint | EAN 4010312303931 | 102,80 €/pc. |
| WEEE-registration number DE 30298319 | | | |